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The resistive switching effect in transition metal oxides allows for a dedicated manipu-
lation of the oxide resistance via electrical stimuli. Here, we perform local-conductivity
atomic force microscopy simultaneously with the Kelvin probe force microscopy
under ultra-high vacuum conditions using the very same tip investigating the very
same sample area to monitor the surface conductivity and surface potential of ther-
mally reduced TiO2 single crystals. We show that the resistance of confined surface
areas can be switched by applying a voltage of several volts to the tip during scan-
ning in the contact mode. By conducting in situ oxidation experiments, we present
that this surface switching is related to a local redox reaction, which can be con-
trolled electrically allowing for surface nanopatterning and illustrates the capability
of transition metal oxides for multilevel resistive switching being a prerequisite for
neuromorphic computing. We discuss that the features of the electrically engraved
nanopattern can be scaled down to a lower boundary at several tens of nanometers.
The observed limit around 25 nm is determined by the presence of intrinsic local vari-
ations in electrical surface properties appearing as a common phenomenon of slightly
reduced metal oxide surfaces. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where
otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5028424
In recent years, transition metal oxides attracted a lot of attention since their surface properties
can be modified easily, which can be exploited for various future energy and information technolo-
gies ranging from photovoltaics, catalysis, and molecular electronics to memristive data storage and
neuromorphic logic applications.1–6 As a binary dielectric, TiO2 in rutile structure has become a
prototype oxide for investigations of the manipulation of its electronic properties. It has been shown
that redox processes can be induced easily by external gradients of the electrical or chemical potential
leading to the generation or annihilation of oxygen vacancies which in turn changes the valence state
of the Ti ion due to charge compensation effects.7–9 This way, an insulator-metal transition can be
induced upon thermal reduction changing the resistance of the oxide over many orders of magni-
tude. In extensive studies on resistive switching devices based on transition metal oxides such as
TiO2, it has been elaborated that this valence change mechanism (VCM) is responsible for resistive
switching. The underlying mechanism was found to be the movement of active ions (here oxygen)
under an electric field, and also electron trapping effects have been discussed to be involved in the
switching process.10,11 Since in the Ti-O system various stable crystallographic phases exist, upon
prolonged reduction of a single crystal induced either thermally or electrically under reducing con-
ditions, the oxygen vacancies can eventually agglomerate and create titanium suboxides such as
Magne´li phases.12–14 This effect can have a distinct local nature as was found by electron microscopy
on memristive TiO2 devices, in which switchable nanofilaments consisting of TinO2n−1 are created
during an initial electroforming step.15–22 In order to investigate the fundamental nature of the valence
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change mechanism, nanoscale investigations using the tip of a local-conductivity atomic force micro-
scope (LC-AFM) as a mobile electrode are the methods of choice. So far, many experiments have
been performed on TiO2 thin films as well as on single crystals revealing the possibility to switch
the local conductance state of surface areas in the nanometer range.16,23–27 Similar results have been
obtained on other binary oxides such as NiO.16,28 It was found that the switched surface shows local
variations in surface conductivity which were attributed to the influence of extended defects such
as linear arrangements or clustering of oxygen vacancies interacting with dislocations.26 Combining
LC-AFM switching experiments with investigations using a Kelvin probe force microscope (KPFM)
in ambient revealed that the change in the conductance is related to a distinct change in surface
potential which was attributed to the ex- and incorporation of oxygen during the switching process.24
Here, we employ the method of surface switching in situ under ultra-high vacuum conditions to
avoid any external influence on the redox processes. At first, we investigate the slightly reduced TiO2
(110) surface as an initial state and correlate the variations in local current maps that are typically
found on metal oxide surfaces with spatial variations in surface potential. We demonstrate that by
addressing the surface, different conductance and potential states can be generated depending on the
tip voltage allowing for purely electrical nanopatterning without changing the morphology of the
surface. We show that the real scaling limit of nanopatterning determined by the local variations is
in the range of a few tens of nanometers. Thanks to the simultaneously derived information about
local conductivity and local surface potential, our findings shed light on the electrical nature of the
surface and nanoscale resolution limit of potential memristive data storage on transition metal oxide
surfaces.
We investigated the epi-polished (110) surface of Verneuil-grown TiO2 single crystals obtained
from Shinkosha. In order to induce a significant amount of oxygen vacancies into the initially insu-
lating crystals, annealing under UHV conditions (maintained by an ion pump) was performed using
a ceramic heater. During the annealing at 750 ◦C for 30 min for LC-AFM investigations, the total
pressure stayed below 10−7 mbar. The surface temperature was controlled by using a pyrometer.
After cooling down to room temperature, the specimen was transferred in situ to the measure-
ment chamber of a JEOL JSPM 4610 atomic force microscope operating at a pressure below
4 × 10−10 mbar. LC-AFM measurements were performed using PtIr-coated contact mode tips
(Nanosensors PPP-ContPt) being stable in terms of wear, allowing for high lateral resolution, and are
widely used as conducting tips in contact mode AFM. In addition, Pt electrodes are often employed
in real oxide devices; hence, tips used in presented study can be regarded as mobile nanoelectrodes
reflecting the situation of prototypical memristive devices. In order to obtain information about the
surface potential difference simultaneously to the local conductivity, the KPFM was performed in the
non-contact mode with a single pass technique using the very same tips. To stabilize the cantilever
oscillation in vacuum, the 7th harmonics of the fundamental mode was used as a control parameter
of the feedback loop, keeping the force between the tip and sample constant during KPFM measure-
ments. This way, the contact potential difference (CPD) as the difference of the work function of
the surface and the tip (approx. 5.7 eV) is measured. To determine the reduction state of the surface
upon thermal annealing, in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a PHI
5700/660 instrument from Physical Electronics, with monochromatized Al-Kα radiation under UHV
conditions. For XPS measurements, the samples were annealed stepwise to 600 ◦C, 700 ◦C, and
800 ◦C and subsequently cooled down to 400 ◦C. During each annealing step which lasted for several
hours, the core line spectra of Ti2p and C1s were recorded at the specific temperature as shown in
Fig. 1(a). It can be seen that the Ti2p line showing one doublet corresponding to the valence state
4+ accompanied by two shake up peaks at higher binding energy did not change upon the annealing
experiment. This confirmed that after thermal reduction at these moderate temperatures the surface
is in a slightly reduced state without a significant amount of new phases formed. Regarding the
C1s line, a distinct peak coming from chemisorbed carbon can be seen at the first temperature step
(600 ◦C) which completely vanished after annealing at 700 ◦C. Hence we decided to use the TiO2
surface annealed at 750 ◦C by LC-AFM and KPFM in order to investigate a slightly reduced but
carbon free sample. To analyze the macroscopic electrical transport, we performed conductance
measurements during thermal annealing on a ceramic heater under UHV conditions as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The temperature was ramped up to 750 ◦C within a couple of minutes and then held at this
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FIG. 1. Thermal reduction of TiO2. (a) XPS core line spectra (intensity vs. binding energy E) of Ti2p and C1s measured
in situ at different annealing temperatures under UHV conditions. (b) Conductance of an 8 × 3 × 0.5 mm3 single crystal during
annealing and subsequent cooling under UHV conditions. (The gray dashed line marks the annealing time used for LC-AFM
investigations.) (c) Optical micrographs of the crystal before and after reduction.
temperature for 1 h before cooling down rapidly to room temperature as shown as a red curve (due to
the measurement by the pyrometer, only values above 200 ◦C are available). The blue curve displays
the conductance measured using the lock-in technique with a voltage of V rms = 10 mV (f = 532 Hz).
It can be seen that upon annealing the conductance increases significantly within the first minute of
reduction corresponding to a decrease in the resistance by many orders of magnitude. After approxi-
mately 30 min of keeping the crystal at 750 ◦C, the slope of the conductance-time curve had become
approximately constant and the curve shows a nearly linear behavior [see the gray dashed line in
Fig. 1(b)]. Hence, we chose this time as preparation time for the slightly reduced samples investi-
gated by LC-AFM below. The conductance of the sample kept increasing up to 1 h reduction time,
and then the heater was turned off. Upon cooling, the conductance of the sample further increased
indicating metallic behavior. Optical inspection of the sample after annealing revealed that the color
had changed from almost transparent to a bluish but still significantly translucent color. Together with
the analysis of the electronic structure, we can conclude that although the macroscopic electronic
transport properties had been modified from highly insulating up to metallic, the sample was still in
a slightly reduced state with a Ti valence of 4+ and an only moderate increased optical absorption.
This could also serve as an indication that the electronic transport in this stage of reduction is locally
confined.29
We start with the analysis of the nanoscale electronic properties of the slightly reduced surface
(750 ◦C UHV, 30 min). Using a read voltage of 0.1 V, we recorded a LC-AFM current map of
a region of 1 µm2 presented in Fig. 2(a). By operating the contact-mode cantilever in the non-
contact mode, we were able to obtain also a CPD map of the very same region [Fig. 2(b)]. It
can be seen that in both maps local variations in the electronic properties are present showing a
grainy, cloud-like structure with typical dimensions in the range of 10-40 nm. In order to visualize
these variations, histograms of the conductance and the CPD were calculated [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].
The conductance histogram can be simulated by a log-normal distribution [red curve in Fig. 2(c)]
reflecting its inhomogeneous nature, while the CPD histogram is close to a normal distribution [red
curve in Fig. 2(d)]. To illustrate the impact of the spatial variations on the electrical characteristics,
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FIG. 2. Electrical properties of the slightly reduced TiO2 (110) surface. (a) LC-AFM current map measured with a tip voltage
of 0.1 V. (b) KPFM surface potential measurement of the very same region. Histograms of conductance (c) and contact potential
difference (d) extracted from the maps (a) and (b), respectively. (e) IV characteristics collected by sweeping the tip voltage at
100 different randomly selected points of the surface. The dotted line marks the LC-AFM read voltage used in (a).
IV curves were obtained at 100 randomly selected points of the surface by sweeping the voltage
applied via the AFM tip between −1 V and +1 V as shown in Fig. 2(e). The apparent highly nonlinear
relation between current and voltage reflects the electronic transport of the tip-surface system. In
agreement with the LC-AFM maps, a distinct variation in the IV curves is present as a result of local
inhomogeneities.
To understand the differences in the local variations in local conductivity and surface poten-
tial, basic properties of a tip-surface system should be discussed. In general, between a metal and a
semiconductor, an energy barrier (Schottky barrier) is formed30,31 depending on the work function
differences of the materials. The height of this barrier can also be modulated by interface states lead-
ing to a pinning of the Fermi energy (Bardeen barrier).32 Additionally, contaminations or adsorbate
layers could contribute to the energy barrier between the metal and semiconductor, in particular, in
a LC-AFM experiment with the tip as the mobile electrode. Regarding Fig. 2, it can be clearly seen
that the relation between current and voltage is not a pure Schottky curve. On the other hand, the
curves are also not completely linear as would be expected for an Ohmic contact in the absence of
an energy barrier. Hence we can assume that the current between the tip and sample can be related
to processes such as tunneling through the barrier or thermionic emission leading to a non-linear
dependence of the current on the barrier height. Following this consideration, the differences in
variations in current and CPD maps can be understood. Since the normal-distributed variations in
CPD can be regarded as a measure for variations in surface barrier height, they will be amplified to
a lognormal distribution in current due to the non-linear relation. This effect was also observed by
LC-AFM investigations on the second prototypical metal oxide SrTiO3 indicating that local varia-
tions in electronic properties on the nanoscale are a common effect on slightly reduced metal oxide
surfaces.33
As the origin of the variations in local barrier height and conductivity, we can suspect that the
oxygen vacancies induced upon thermal reduction are not homogeneously distributed in the surface
layer. Generally, in TiO2, a rearrangement or clustering of vacancies in the surface layer can be
induced easily3 and can be additionally influenced by the presence of extended defects such as dislo-
cations, which are introduced with high density close to the surface due to the mechanical polishing
of the single crystals done by the manufacturer. Since the crystals were annealed and measured under
UHV conditions, contamination by impurities such as carbon can be excluded as confirmed by XPS
(Fig. 1). In order to investigate the direct impact of redox processes on the electrical surfaces, we per-
formed in situ oxidation experiments by dosing a small amount of oxygen (440 L) with a pressure of
5 × 10−7 mbar inside the UHV chamber. Simultaneously, we recorded the average CPD value evolu-
tion by KPFM line scanning shown in Fig. 3(a) as a function of the oxidation time. Here, changes in
CPD can be attributed to changes in surface potential only since a tip consists of inert Pt/Ir and does
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FIG. 3. In situ re-oxidation of the slightly reduced TiO2 (110) surface. (a) Evolution of the average CPD value upon oxidation
under 5 × 10−7 mbar O2 obtained by KPFM line scanning. (b) Current (U = 10 mV) and CPD maps (1 × 1 µm2) obtained
before (left) and after (right) oxidation. (c) Corresponding histograms of conductance (left) and CPD (right).
not change upon oxygen exposure.34 It can be seen that during the first 500 s of oxygen exposure, the
CPD increases by more than 100 mV. The comparison of current and CPD maps obtained before and
after oxidation [Fig. 3(b)] reveals that with the increase in CPD, the surface conductivity is decreased
and the majority of the measured surface has become insulating with a current below the detection
limit of LC-AFM. Only a few conducting spots can still be observed, indicating that some current
paths, presumably supported by extended defects,26 are more resistant toward oxidation than others.
This is further illustrated by the histograms [Fig. 3(c)] calculated from the maps of current and CPD.
Before oxidation, the conductance histogram shows a broad distribution with characteristic lognormal
distribution (A). After oxidation, the distribution is significantly narrowed with most of the values
being close to the noise level (B). The CPD with its initial normal distribution (C) gets shifted to
higher values and additionally gets broadened upon oxidation indicating that the inhomogeneity of
the surface is increased. This supports the assumption that not all areas of the surface react identical
upon oxidation but that the oxygen vacancies close to extended defects such as dislocations are more
stable with respect to reoxidation than single surface or subsurface vacancies in agreement with the
finding obtained on the heavier reduced TiO2 surface.26
Having proven that the slightly reduced TiO2 surface is very sensitive to redox processes, we now
exploit this effect for electrical nanopatterning as an illustration of the resistive switching capability.
Here, we turn back to the freshly reduced surface and scan in the contact mode with a higher writing
voltage applied. To maintain the stability of the feedback loop controlling the force between the tip
and sample, the scan rates for writing were relatively low resulting in an application time of the
writing voltage up to several microseconds per pixel. As shown in the grayscale inset of Fig. 4(a), a
pattern consisting of 12 squares having sizes of 200 × 200 nm2 was written while a different tip volt-
age between −6 V and +6 V was applied to each square. After this, the conductivity of the modified
surface was analyzed by a reading scan with 10 mV bias [Fig. 4(b)]. It can be seen that upon writing
with a positive tip voltage, the surface conductivity was increased by more than three orders of mag-
nitude while writing with negative voltage resulted in a significant decrease in conductivity. The CPD
measurements obtained from the very same modified area may offer an explanation for this behavior
[Fig. 4(c)]. Here, a writing with positive bias resulted in a decrease in CPD and vice versa as illustrated
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FIG. 4. Electrical tip-induced nanopatterning of the slightly reduced TiO2 surface. A pattern of squares with different voltages
between −6 and +6 V (a) was written and subsequently read by scanning with 10 mV bias (b). (c) Corresponding CPD map.
(d) Dependence of average conductance and CPD value on the writing voltage.
in the plot of the average conductance and CPD values in Fig. 4(d) calculated from the maps. This
shows that by tuning the writing voltage different resistance states can be induced which illustrates
the property of TiO2 to allow for multilevel resistive switching being a prerequisite for neuromorphic
applications. As a side effect, which is often observed in contact mode AFM studies, also the area
around the switched squares had slightly lower values of CPD and current although here the scanning
was performed without bias applied and thus can be attributed to mechanically induced modifications
on the sub-nanoscale such as a diffusion or rearrangement of defects in the very near surface region.
A further artifact is the non-conducting spot with a low CPD value at the upper left corner of the
writing area. Before the scan is started, the sample is approached by the tip held at this position and
hence there could be a deposition of insulating adsorbates with different work functions from the tip
to the surface upon first contact. Considering the relation between oxidation and CPD extracted from
Fig. 3, we can conclude that the application of a positive voltage leads to a reduction while a nega-
tive voltage resulted in an oxidation which could be related to the ex- and incorporation of oxygen
from and into the surface layer corresponding to the model presented by Du et al.24 being consistent
with models proposed for the eightwise resistive switching in prototypical memristive devices.35
However, our switching experiments were performed under UHV conditions with much less oxygen
available than under ambient conditions, which raises the question that where the oxygen needed
for electrical-assisted re-oxidation comes from. Hence, either the oxygen in the vacuum chamber
(having an oxygen partial pressure in the range of 10−12 mbar) and other oxygen containing gases36
such as CO2 could serve as the oxygen source or more complex local redox mechanisms involving
a shuffling of oxygen between substoichiometric TiOx nanophases3 have to be taken into account.
In order to illustrate that the electrical nanopatterning can also be reversible, we at first switched a
(500 nm)2 area to a highly conducting state by scanning with +4 V applied. Subsequently, we per-
formed a further scan with −4 V applied in a (250 nm)2 area in the center of the previous scan. In
the following readout scan performed at 100 mV [Fig. 5(a)], it can be seen that the center area had
switched back to low conductivity showing that the tip-induced redox processes allow for write-erase
conductivity modifications. Such behavior of switching to ON and OFF states as different polarities
is referred to as bipolar resistive switching. Based on the simultaneously measured topography map
[Fig. 5(b)], it can be concluded that no significant changes in morphology had occurred during writing
and erasing and therefore the surface stayed atomically flat with a RMS roughness value of 2.8 Å. The
retention of the written state appears to be relatively high under UHV conditions, and sometimes even
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FIG. 5. Erasing and scaling of electrical nanopatterning. (a) Current map (100 mV) after writing a 500 × 500 nm2 ON pattern
with +4 V and subsequently a 250 × 250 nm2 OFF pattern with −4 V. (b) Corresponding topography map. (c) Current map
(10 mV) after writing the SFB 917 logo. (d) IV curves measured in the ON and OFF areas of (a). (e) Current map (bottom)
of a region where a nanopattern (top) had been written with +4 V (white rectangles). The line profiles (f) were extracted from
regions with three different feature sizes of the nanopattern.
after several tens of hours, we were able to identify the switched region when performing a reading
scan. Even when the switched surface was exposed to oxygen, the written pattern remained detectable
(see the supplementary material). Finally, as a diverting artwork [Fig. 5(c)], we wrote the logo of our
funder, the collaborative research center SFB 917, using a maximum write voltage of +5 V and a
readout voltage of 10 mV nicely illustrating the opportunities of electrical nanopattering. Figure 5(d)
shows two representative IV curves obtained in the ON and OFF areas of Fig. 5(a), respectively. It
can be seen that even at low reading voltages, the current in the ON region is significantly higher than
in the OFF region. Additionally, the Schottky-like asymmetry of the OFF curve is less pronounced
in the ON curve revealing a more “Ohmic” tendency.
For many technical applications, the scaling limits of oxide devices, e.g., for data storage, are
of enormous importance. To investigate to what extent the local variations revealed by the LC-AFM
maps of the slightly reduced single crystal surface (Fig. 2) are relevant for scaling, a further nanopat-
terning experiment was conducted. A binary checkerboard-like pattern with decreasing feature sizes
as depicted in the top of Fig. 5(e) was written where white corresponds to a switching voltage of
+4 V and black to zero bias. Speaking in terms of digital information storage by resistive switch-
ing, black areas could be understood as memory cells storing logical “1” (ON) and white as logical
“0” (OFF). The rectangle sizes in the first two columns were 50 nm; in the second two columns,
the width of each individual rectangle was limited to 25 nm and in the final column to 13 nm.
Readout was performed at 100 mV resulting in the current map shown in the bottom of Fig. 5(e).
Apparently, the written information can be directly recognized as a pattern consisting of highly
conducting regions representing the ON state separated by the non-written areas representing the
OFF state. To address the scaling issue, line profiles with a thickness of 20 nm were extracted from
the current map in the three regions of the pattern with different densities plotted in Fig. 5(f). For
the 50 nm pattern, the differences between the written and pristine surfaces can unambiguously be
distinguished. This also holds partially true for the 25 nm pattern, but a clear assignment of the
two conductance states gets difficult since the current values for the ON and OFF regions vary and
overlap. For the 13 nm pattern finally, a data readout would be almost impossible since the line
profile does not show two distinguishable levels anymore. In particular, the current of the nominally
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OFF state rectangles is significantly increased while for the larger rectangles its value was close
to the pristine conductivity. This indicates that during writing not only the area directly below the
tip has switched but also adjacent parts of the surface got electroreduced to the ON state. Since
the contact area between the tip and sample is in the range of a few nm2 or even less,37 and it has
been already demonstrated that in SrTiO3 single dislocations can be switched, we assume that the
broadening of the switching area on the slightly reduced TiO2 surface is not mainly induced by the
tip geometry but is most probably related to surface inhomogeneities such as clustered vacancies
having dimensions around 10-20 nm being intrinsically present on the slightly reduced oxide surface
(cf. Fig. 2).
In conclusion, we have shown the possibility of performing LC-AFM and KPFM measurements
simultaneously under UHV conditions. This way, we were able to prove that on the slightly reduced
TiO2 surface local variations in surface conductivity and surface potential on the nanoscale are
present. We investigated the impact of in situ redox processes on the nanoscale, showing that re-
oxidation of the slightly reduced surface is related to a decrease in conductivity and an increase in
surface potential. The possibility of tip-induced memristive switching on the nanoscale was presented.
We have demonstrated that by applying writing voltages of several volts to the AFM tip during
scanning, it is possible to induce reversible reduction and oxidation processes electrically. Depending
on the voltage polarity, surface conductivity and surface potential can be modified allowing for
resistive nanopatterning without changing the morphology. By tuning the voltage, different non-
volatile resistance states can be written reflecting the multilevel resistive switching properties of
TiO2, which are also a prerequisite for neuromorphic applications. On the length scale of a few tens of
nanometers, clearly confined patterns can be written (with an estimated lower limit of approximately
25 nm) demonstrating the ability for memristive data storage. However, a further downscaling of the
nanopatterns below 20 nm feature size results in an overlap of switched and non-switched areas, which
would lead to a readout error in terms of data storage. This effect appears to be intrinsic and related to
slight reduction-induced local variations in the chemical composition of the surface and has to be kept
in mind when employing reduced transition metal oxide single crystal surfaces for nanotechnological
applications.
See supplementary material for detailed analysis of the stability of the electrically written
nanopattern upon oxygen exposure.
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